
 

MP3 Plug-in The Sound Forge 8 MP3 plug-in allows you to convert your waveform audio files to MP3 using the latest Lame encoder.

Version 2.0 activation 18 The following changes have been made with this version: + New low latency preset for managing buffering issues with iZotope products on Windows 8.1 and OSX 10.10 systems + New web browser with improved Internet Explorer emulation for compatibility testing with packaging applications on Windows 7 machines that have IE11 installed + Support for Windows XP
SP3, Vista, 7, 8, 10 and OSX 10.6 through 10. 11

Version 1.1 activation 19 The following changes have been made with this version: + Added support for new Waveform window with auto-location, zoom, and adjustable waveform positioning + Improved frequency track handling in Noise Removal, Resynthesis and FFT windows to reduce CPU usage overhead when not requiring detailed waveform precision + Improved mono-only mode operation
for Noise Removal, Resynthesis and FFT windows to improve performance in a mono environment + New automatic frequency correction curve to automatically correct extreme background noise from music recorded from a stereo microphone

Version 9.6 activation 21 This version of the plug-in does not contain any additional changes from prior versions. 

Version 9.5 activation 15 The following changes have been made with this version: + New padding option for applying Sample Rate Reducer when converting source waveform data to MP3 + Added the ability to specify the amount of output data when exporting to MP3 using the ‘-R’ command line parameter

Version 9. 4 activation 20 The following changes have been made with this version: + Improved compatibility by disabling "Pump-Up" effect for audio that is already at the maximum volume control setting (-v) + Improved overall audio performance, especially when effects are used simultaneously + Added the ability to specify the number of output files when exporting to MP3 using the ‘-R’
command line parameter

Version 9. 2 activation 20 The following changes have been made with this version: + Support for mp3 export to the new Apple Music service, along with automatic entry of track name, artist name and album title from iTunes' metadata information

Version 9.1 activation 15 The following changes have been made with this version: + Added an option to disable all plugins except for Copy/Save plug-in when starting a new project, regardless of the selection of plugins used in the previous project. This allows a user to enable or disable plugins that might interfere with other necessary processes during recording, processing and/or mixing without
having to restart a project each time before applying a change.
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